
13
th
 GA of OH  
Agenda 

2/04/12  Red Atlas (Staggering Ox) 
 

Facilitator:  Rick 
Minutes keeper:  Emily 
Present: Rick, Gary, Sandy, Mark, Cedron, Frank, Emily, Deb, Ruby 
Facilitator for next GA: Frank             
Minutes keeper for next GA: Deb Dorland   
Location for next GA: Staggering Ox    
 
Check-in (introductions)   
 
Review of process:  hand signals; step-up, step-back; introduction of facilitator team, stacks - 
NA- small meeting 
 
Read minutes of most recent GA - Gary read - CONSENSUS reached on Minutes approval 
 
Work group check-backs (for previously established work groups): 
 
DA / CC- PROPOSAL: Film/lecture series on alternate weekends from GA’s, beginning with 
Inside Job. At library large meeting room. Suggestion to drop 2/12 date. Suggested to approve 
first 5 events (moved back two weeks), work group to bring next set of events to GA for 
consensus at that point. Dont want to use “teach-in” - shouldnt set ourselves up as the educators. 
“Informational” seems better. Dialogue even better. CONSENSUS REACHED 
 
 
Newsletter workgroup-- 
Submission date now 2/10, print date 2/15. Going to try to stick to those dates each month. 
 
HCTV -  Rick putting together some short introductions to films done by other people to get some 
things on. Still intending to get our own shows produced.  
 
Announcements: Mark Mackin: Bullock and others are “on the job” for the appeal to the 
Supreme Court. There is active strategizing going on to make sure it gets to a full hearing. He 
feels like it is likely that the US Supreme Court will overturn Montana’s decision - the best 
outcome may be an exception for the State of Montana, while sticking with the Citizen’s United 
decision. That means we’re looking at a Constitutional Ammendment. Proposals are already 
being entered into Congress to do that, though Mark does not believe they are thorough enough. 
We should do some more checking into that, give feedback to our representatives. Move To 
Ammend has the current bills listed (8 or 9).  
 
Agenda (proposals, initiatives, guest speaker…) 
 
 
Politicians as speakers at OH event? Perhaps this should be held over to a long range/policy 
meeting?  Held Over. 
 
On the issue of a Long Range Planning Committee, which did not reach consensus at last GA, 
can we re- propose today? Worried about trying to do so without Sue present today, since she 
was not in agreement last week. Discussion on process - can someone who is absent veto a 
consensus item?  
 
Talk about possibilities for F29 (OWS doing something in conjunction with nationwide efforts): 
PROPOSAL: OH will not worry about an event for F29, focusing efforts on the Citizens United 
resolution and plans of CC/DA work groups. CONSENSUS REACHED.    



 
ALEC (corporate lobbying group)-focused: Held Over 
 
Work group empowerment: Can people form a work group without consensus? Would only their 
proposals need consensus? Sandy feels no - could end up undermining the work of other work 
groups. Rick feels that work groups are dictating where OH’s energy is directed. Worried about 
being able to make some long range decisions as GA when so much energy is going to work 
group proposals. What are our priorities? Citizens United seems to be one. Can we actually front 
efforts for a constitutional amendment, or should we just back them? Gary says he sees us as the 
local face of a nationwide movement (move to amend, reclaim democracy). We can work on 
getting a local resolution passed at the Helena city council; doesn’t feel it will be a huge drain on 
our energies.  
 
Need longer-form (6-hr?) strategic planning session? 
 
PROPOSAL: If a group of people within OH have an idea they are motivated and willing to work 
to make happen, which is not in conflict with the goals and positions of OH, they may proceed to 
plan and work on it, then bring it back to the GA for a consensus of OH. If consensus is not 
attained, they may still  go ahead on their own, but not under the OH name. CONSENSUS 
REACHED. 
 
Mic Check as official OH position: tabled until next GA since we have not received any feedback 
on the wording that was circulated via email. Suggestion that we use Google Docs for people to 
make edits as necessary. Worried about the lack of control- end up changing things back and 
forth. What about sending out a PDF, and then inviting those who wish to edit to the Google Doc. 
Rick will re-send.  
 
 
 
Agenda for next GA 
Held over for consideration: 

● Occupy Radio - 12 cities - produced out of Austin -local groups can put on talk shows. 
interviews, music etc. Then content can be re-used.  

●  Paper Li’i - Newspaper produced by links from Twitter feeds 
● location for future GA’s - known ahead of time so that people can find us.  

 
Meeting closure 

 
 
 
 


